!

ARTIST
BIO
!
Internationally touring mystery entertainer Joshua Seth is an award winning performer
at Hollywoodʼs famed Magic Castle and was nominated as "Best Male Entertainer" and
"Best Live Variety Artist" by Campus Activities Magazine.!

!

Audiences will recognize Joshua's voice as the starring role of "Tai" on the hit TV show
and Movie Digimon as well as from dozens of other animated shows like Spongebob
Squarepants, Batman, and Akira.!

!

He's starred in four of his own prime-time TV specials in Japan and South Korea, and
performed at over 2,000 events in over 30 countries, making him a real life International
Man of Mystery.!

!

Joshua trained as a performing artist at New York University's "Tisch School of the Arts”,
is a published author, and a highly in-demand entertainer around the world with his
mind-blowing mystery entertainment.

Contact: G.G. Greg Agency * 800.901-8485 * lori@gggreg.com * www.gggreg.com

THE
SHOW
!
"Amazingly Captivating" - American Entertainment Magazine"

!

Joshua Seth’s acclaimed one man show, “Beyond Belief: An Intimate Evening of
Psychological Illusion”, is a highly interactive, genuinely amazing, flat out funny
performance that harkens back to the golden age of vaudeville. Combining mind
reading, clean comedy, and some good old fashioned showmanship, Joshua is able to
create an atmosphere of laughter and mystery that is unlike anything on tour today.!

!

This one-of-a-kind show combines psychology, intuition, and hypnotic influence and
persuasion techniques to create an atmosphere of magic, mystery, and laughter that will
absolutely astonish you. Minds are read, predictions come true, and your imagination is
challenged beyond belief!!

!

So what exactly can audiences expect from this unique show that American
Entertainment Magazine has called “Amazingly Captivating”? According to Seth, “The
really great thing about Beyond Belief is that it’s like a magic show for adults. Everyone
gets to participate on some level, feel wonder and mystery, and leave the theater
intrigued by the magic of their own minds.”!

!

Winner of the Magic Olympics at Hollywood’s Magic Castle and nominated for both Best
Male Entertainer and Best Live Variety Artist awards by Campus Activities Magazine. !
Joshua Seth has performed his award winning mystery entertainment at over 2,000
events in over 30 countries and on 4 of his own International TV Specials around the
world, making him a real life International Man of Mystery.!

!
!

Minds Are Read, Predictions Come True,
And Your Imagination Is Challenged Beyond Belief
Contact: G.G. Greg Agency * 800.901-8485 * lori@gggreg.com * www.gggreg.com

!

REVIEWS
!

“Freakout Alert!” – Scene Magazine !
”Spooky-Cool” – The News-Herald !
”A Must See” – CoolCleveland.com
“Joshua Seth entertains…magical” – The LA Times
“A one-of-a-kind performance” – The Joplin Globe
“Amazing and mesmerizing” – The Gaslight Theater
“Powerful and entertaining” – Santa Barbara Independent
“Joshua Seth is a multi-talented bundle of energy” – ReviewPlays.com!
“A High Energy, One-Of-A-Kind Show “ – Campus Activities Magazine!
“Amazingly Captivating” – American Entertainment Magazine!

!

Times Theater Critic Roy Berko"
“Intriguing, fascinating, fun, confounding, involving and surprising are just some of the words I
heard from the audience after the opening night performance of BEYOND BELIEF, awardwinning Joshua Seth’s display of illusion at Playhouse Square’s Kennedy’s-Down-Under. Due to
the small venue, everyone gets into the act. (Yes, he even got a Times newspaper theatre critic
on stage.) Seth conjured up people’s numbers, names, hobbies, pets’ names and travel desires.
It’s fun, it’s astounding, it’s a delight for everyone. Capsule judgment: Beyond Belief: An Intimate
Evening of Psychological Illusion is a one of a kind experience that is a must see! Fun,
delightful, full of intrigue, a MUST SEE!” Roy Berko - American Theatre Critics Association!

!

The News-Herald "
“Seth, his back turned to another gentleman from the audience, was able to determine each of
the, say, eight to 10 cards the man pulled from a deck. The night continued to be spooky-cool
from there as Seth did his best John Edward impression, calling out for members of the
audience (“Is that you, Eunice?”) and correctly guessing personal information about them —
trips they’ve taken, types and names of pets, etc. Either Seth is spending a good chunk of
change to rig a small performance place with bugs or filling it with audience plants or, just
maybe, he is truly psychic.”

!

Spangle Magazine "
The readings are where things get interesting. “Sensing” the room, he truly had the audience
gasping at the details of their lives that he extracted from the ether. Pet names, years, vacation
destinations — I’m still trying to understand just how he sussed out those facts. Maybe he is
psychic. (Nah, but there’s certainly some talent that’s beyond my fathoming, yet highly
intriguing.) …Still, if you like this kind of thing, you’ll surely be picking up your jaw from the floor
by the end of the evening.

TECHNICAL
REQUIREMENTS
!
Joshua Seth’s “Beyond Belief: An Intimate Evening of Psychological Illusion”"

!

This is a very simple show to stage as it is truly “theater of the mind”. A man walks out
into the center of a bare stage with nothing but his profound intuitive powers and
proceeds to dramatically divine the innermost thoughts and feelings of the audience.!

!
Tech Info:!
!

• An elevated stage!
• A wireless handheld mic on a stand!
• A wireless headset mic (Shure or Sennheiser is preferred)!
• An open input on the soundboard (XLR or 1/4”) for an iPod !
• A stool and a simple chair (without arms or wheels)!
• Access to the stage from the audience!
• A basic stage wash (lighting)!

!

To be billed as... Joshua Seth - Psychological Illusionist!
Show Name is... Beyond Belief: An Intimate Evening of Psychological Illusion!

!
!

